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Power plant purchase
is under consideration
By Robert Neill
Daily staff writer

%lark 1101t, an employee at the campus power
plant. shows
of the hardware that pros ides

Rick Rornagosa Daily staff photographer
power to the campus. SJSU may buy the plant which
its owners foreclosed on because of debts incurred.

The machine powering and heating most of SJStrs main campus
has been foreclosed, although the
university is considering buying
the structure at a cost of $4.6 million.
The co-generation plant at 10th
and San Carlos streets
known
to most students as the building
constantly- spewing mist generates power with natural gas and siphons off some of the steam it creates to heat campus buildings.
(he plant incurred $2.8 million
in debt for International Power
Technology . its owner, since it

ha .iuu operating in 1985. Union
Bank foreclosed on the plant last
week, according to Mo Qayounii.
associate executive vice president
of Facilities Development and Operations.
The university is first choice
among potential buyers. A worker
at the generator said that several
businesses were interested in purchasing the plant, including a former employee of IPT.
The plant’s design was praised
by workers in the cnviromental
studies department, who were worried the SJSU might have to begin
buying power from Pacific Gas &
Electric.
"It’s very efficent. the way the

v. hole filing works. and it’s better
than
buying
from
(power)
PG&E." said Steve Shunk. an employee in enviromental resources.
"It’s a reliable source of energy
and I think ISJSUI should own the
thing," Shunk said.
The plant generates power with
a jet turbine engine using natural
gas. The resulting electricity powers the campus. while the heat is
used to create steam which is fed
hack through the turbine to increase its production.
Some of the steam is also fed
through ducts to the buildings on
campus for warming boilers for
heating.
Sr, WATER. back pak,e

Faculty funded
in state budget

Surveying SJSU

ready by tall, he added.
Although $100.000 has been set
aside for these renovations, more
Money to hire 74 TIC \A Liculty money is still needed to complete
members next semester at SJSU the construction.
"They’ve got a limited amount
has been alloted in the governor’s
budget, marking the first time in of money to prepare the building
six years the faculty will match for classroom occupancy," said
Jim Hill, director of purchasing.
projected enrollment.
Okerlund said the money will
The state legislature has until
June to amend or approve the bud- have to come out of some other
part of the budget.
get.
Of the 74 new faculty positions
Although the Monterey center
to be added. 58 will he created on has had good fortune in beim:
the San Jose campus and 16 at the
Monterey County Center, said
Academic Vice President Arlene
Okerlund at the academic senate ’1 got so excited I
meeting Monday. The additional could barely
instructors will make it possible to
add 22 additional classes to the contain myself.’
schedule, she added.
"I got so excited I could barely
Arlene Okerlund,
contain myself." Okerlund said
academic vice president
during her state of the university
report.
The allocation for the new instructors came after five years of promised 16 new faculty members,
negotiations with the chancellor’s they haven’t been as lucky as the
office on projected enrollment fig- main campus in terms of space.
ures, she said in a later interview.
"There will he a crunch because
It is estimated that 21.900 full time of the Moss Landing classes that
students will attend SJSU in the have moved into that center."
fall 1990 semester.
Okerlund said.
The new classes will he housed
Facilities at Moss Landing were
in the recently purchased Building damaged during the (kt. 17 earthA. formerly a church on 10th and quake.
San Fernando streets. Okerlund
Okerlund didn’t know if the
said.
Montery center would be able to
The building will provide three add new classes to its schedule.
classrooms on the first floor, with
Qayoumi said the university
a total seating capacity of 217. she plans to eventually tear down the
said. If the rooms are completely old church structure and rebuild,
filled for all 22 classes, 4.774 new so the three classrooms there are
seats will he available.
only temporary.
"That’s a tremendous boon to
Plans for the new building are
this campus." she said.
still undecided.
The building, bought at a bankHowever, he said, the university
ruptcy auction by Spartan Shops in plans to construct two new classOctober. has been cleared of as- room buildings on campus in five
bestos at a cost of S70.000. said years. pending a favorable enviMo (Jayoumi. associate executive ronmental impact study and approvice president of facilities devel- val by the CSU chancellor’s office.
opment.
One will be a humanities buildFurther renovations to provide ing. to be constructed by the parkwheelchair accessibility, add light- ing lot near the Business Tower.
ing and put up partitions arc still Qayoumi said. A site for the secneeded in order to get the building ond building hasn’t been found.
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Instructor Steve Arnold demonstrates how to set a curve for distance surveying to Luke Leong and Wale Alofe

Slight change made in bicycle policy
By Adam Steinhauer
Daily staff writer
A change in the bicycle policy
will soon allow cyclists to ride
through the SJSU campus. off the
designated paths. before 7 a.m.
and after 10 p.m.. StSt I President
Gail Fullerton announced to the
Academic Senate Monday

Iii.ii Lame about as a result ol
.1 kit d discussion with Scott Santandrea. the A. S. president." Fullerton said.
Santandrea said that the A.S.
Boaid of Directors was concerned
;Minn "the sato!, problem that a
24 hi . se% en -day -a-week ban

Literacy program
Students teach ESL at local high school
By Lisa B. Cuellar
Daily staff writer
woman
V ietnamew
The
coo kint say "c,ihinet
Her tutor tried to make it easier
by breaking down the word into
syllables. The woman moved lieu
mouth awkwardl fit make the
sound. but the "cab" pronunciation was unfamiliar to her.
A week later, and after much
practice at home, the woman returned to her tutor. She said y:ibMet.
Katheryn Crayton-Shay. her
tutor, described the experience as
"orgasmic.
Crayton-Shay is one of many
SJSU students pursuing teaching
experience and making a difference in the lives of students and
their families she tutors through

the literacy program at Yerba
Buena High School.
"I got her to say cabinet! You
should have seen my face. And I
don’t turn red because I’m black. I
was flushed. I really loved it."
said Crayton-Shay. a graduate student who plans on working with
English-as-a-sectind language students for her career.
-ot course that’s why they
don’t pay teachers any money. because you can gel oft like that over
and over again." she said.
The literacy program is made
possible by the Human Corps
which is an operation that encourages community service in conjunction with the course Community Concepts 157.
"I think what has helped the
See LITERACY, bark page

ot pedestrian trattic on camSainandrea explained that the
concern was for students who had pus.
"The main concern is pedestrian
to walk long distances across campus. at late hours, to get to and safety from these vehicles." Fullerton said.
from their huts cies.
Between 7 a.m. and 10 p.m. the
Santandrea said that Fullerton bicycle policy is essentially unwanted to keep the restrictions in changed. according to Fullerton. It
effect during the hours of 7 a.m. to will only allow riders corridors all
See POLICY back page
In p.m. because those are the peak

Campus art building hit
by fire; classes disrupted
By Tamara Thompson
Daily staff writer
A smoldering kiln filled the art
building with smoke, interrupting
seven art showings and classes
for SJSU students Tuesday night.
The building began filling with
smoke around 7:30 p.m. hut students and others stayed inside
until a fire alarm was sounded 15
minutes later by University Police Cadet Richard Black, who
was on patrol near the building.
Black said he saw the smoke
through the windows and saw
people "just standing around inside when he went in to sound
the alarm.
The San Jose Fire Department
extinguished the fire within 10
minutes. although it had diffi-

culty finding the source ot the
smoke.
The kiln, which is one of three
in a firing room at the back of a
jewlery and metal sculpture classroom on the second floor. probably started smoldering several
hours before shooting flames, a
firefighter at the scene said.
Firefighters donned gas masks
and dragged hoses up the stairs to
reach Room 210. The door had to
be unload:I before firefighters
could enter, said SW() Battalion
Chief Larry Salo.
The fire, which Salo said was
not of a suspicious nature, is believed to have started in the control panel of the kiln, which was
destroyed. The flames also San Jose firefighter carry air tanks and hoses into the art building. After1
See FIRE, back page three floors were filled with smoke, the building was evacuated.
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Rothert response not valid

FORUM

Other Viewpoints

The Philadelphia Inquirer
on cigarette marketing
The 14.1 tone i.i k J Reynolds totaled an easy
pitch oser the plate. Louis W Sullivan. the secretary
it health and human WINI.L"... knocked it outta here.
-Hie secretary has been benched for some contests the White House dfit’S not want any part of. for
instance, family planning But he has been a tiger on
robacco: Within 24 hours of blasting Reynolds for
planning to test -market a cigarette called Uptown in
Philadelphia. the company dumped the test.
It does tend to mess up a test -marketing effort if
the secietais of health and human services says your
product is fostering a "culture of cancer" among the
young blacks. in this particular case.
target group
Sullisan knew it and Reynolds knew it. so that
that
1 hat brings us to the next inning in this business.
.Fhe fella, at Reynolds are planning yet another limited rollinit of a new product. This time the test market
is Houston, where the target is women aged 18 to 20,
one of the reW segnients of the U.S. market where
smoking is still on the upsv,ing.
.
Well. we could has,: told Reynolds what would
happen. ... We suppose it ’s silly to espect a company
that’s burying folks as often as Reynolds is to fully appreciate the term "decent interval . ’
But give the White House points for unleashing
the secretary. Having hit a home run with his efforts
to protect young blacks, he is apt to rip the cover off
given the chance to defend motherhood.
You’d have thought the geniuses in the Reynolds
promotion department would have csonsidered that.
1.1
The Milwaukee Journal
on baseball arbitration
Baseball owners have done to spring training
what Buster Douglas did to Mike Tyson. But. while
Douglas’ boxing victory was not immediately recognized, there is no doubt that spring training and the
spirit of a inter -weary baseball fans -- has taken it on
the chin Its entually. Ty son got up off the floor.
Maybe there’s a way to res oe spring training, too.
The ov, ners and play e vs are sparring over --what
The main issue is the complex proolse? money
tiess by which disputes over player salaries are reeolved. Because they couldn’t reach an agreement
with the players, the owners have refused to allow
spring training camps to open. As a result. February is
even more bleak than usual.
Baseball C’ommissioner Fay Vincent is trying to
mediate this dispute. hut his efforts seem as futile as
they are well -intended. This disagreement seems too
tough to yield to ordinary negotiation. The financial
sakes are too large it is not unheard of for journeyman ballplayers to be paid $1 million a year and
the differences are too wide.
’
It is time to submit this dispute to binding arbitration. Not only are the two sides deadlocked: time is
short. Unless this dispute ends by mid-March, the regular major league baseball season, set to begin in early
April, may have to he delayed. That would cost real
money and deprive baseball -hungry fans of games
they have waited a long winter to see.
Because of the nature of this dispute. the arbitrator would have to be a person of unquestioned ability.
Such a person will not he found easily or quickly.
That’s another reason that the search ought to start
nov
a as

Charleston (W. Va.) Daily Mail
on coal strike settlement
The means ot reaching the agreement were ugly,
hut eseryone in Appalachia must he happy with the
new contract between the United Mine Workers and
the Pittston Co.
The contract seems to ha a model of negotiation.
The union got what it wanted most and company managers got what they wanted most.
For union members, this means fully funded
medical and pension benefits. improved safety requirements, single-employer status and wage increases that over a three-year period will be 15 cents
an hour higher than the industry average.
For company managers. this means flexibility in
work schedules and a reduction in the amount of
money it contributes to the 1950 pension fund.
As ha the general public, this contract agreement
Means an end to the iolence and the reopening of all
public highways. That’s not much. hut that’s about as
well as innocent bystanders usually fare in these
deals.
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Wet and wild adventure on a rainy day
I woke up Friday morning to the
combined sound of rain and pine
needles beating violently against
my bedroom window. I rolled out
of bed and rubbed my eyes. When
my brain finally kicked in. I realized that the elements were in
chaos. My heart sank as I looked
out the window. All hope was lost
for a beautiful day.
I walked to the kitchen and
poured myself a bowl of Frosted
Mini Wheats. I noticed that across
the street an electric pole was leaning at a 45 degree angle. I didn’t
worry. after all, it didn’t affect me.
I walked into the living room,
picked up the television remote
control and turned on "Good
Morning America." No more than
three minutes went by when the
television died, along with the rest
of the electricity.
Well. I didn’t need to watch
television anyway. I decided to
take a shower and get ready for
school. Maybe the weather and my
perspective would change when I
got out.
For a few short moments the
shower took my mind off the situation outside, until the steady
stream of warm water turned into a
trickle. I stood under the drip trying to decide what to do.
Of course, as soon as I got out of
the shower, the electricity came
back on. Disgusted with my luck, I
went to my room and and got ready
for school.
I grabbed all my school things,
put up my umbrella and ran to my
car. As I drove I made a mental
map of the road I had driven thousands of times before. "Lets see,
there will be a rock side here, I’ll
have to swerve to avoid the puddle
there. . . ." There we’re a few unexpected maneuvers.

REPORTERS’ FORUM

By the time I arrived
at my class I felt like I
had been through an
Indiana Jones
adventure.
As I drove through my map, it
sparked memories of when I was in
elementary school. My friends and
I loved the rain. A good storm
meant that we would be able to put
on our raincoats and rubber boots
and jump in all the puddles, when
we got home from school. We had
so much fun getting wet and
muddy.
Oh, how our attitudes change.
Now I even hate getting my hair
wet.
The traffic was slow on the freeway, but I had expected that. And
when I got downtown I had to deal
with the stop and go traffic caused
by the outage of stoplights.
I decided to avoid the garage for
the time being and try to find a
parking space close to my class-

that looked like a swamp.
I decided to run to the meter, put
the money in, drop off my books
and then go park in the garage.
It was a great plan, but by the
time I arrived at my class I felt like
I had been through an Indiana
Jones adventure.
I opened my car door and tried
to put my umbrella up. The wind
was so strong that the umbrella almost flew out of my hands. I got
out of my car and my umbrella was
almost instantly tranformed into a
wet, flapping piece of material.
The nylon had detached from the
metal frame.
I ran to the meter, and dropped a
few coins in the slot. By this time
the little piece of material that was
still attached to my umbrella was
wrapped around my head.
But this was only the beginning
of my frustration and embarrassment. I went back to my car, gathered everything together for my
first attempt at crossing the street.
I pushed myself out of the car
and immediately my umbrella
flipped inside out.
At this point I had to laugh. I
thought, "I must look like an
idiot." I pointed the umbrella toward the ground so I could try to
flip it back to the right side. It
wasn’t working so I continued to
walk down the sidewalk. I probably looked like I was plunging the
sidewalk with my umbrella.
When I got to the corner I pulled
on the sides of the umbrella and finally they went back to their normal position.
I was relieved. Everything
would be OK now. I didn’t even
mind hurdling the huge branch in
front of the building.
Barbara Langley is a Daily staff
writer

F.ditor
11115 is in response to Brent Rothen’s response lit
Voice written by George Pinto concerning
Campus
a
philosophy and the future.
First of all. Mr. Rotherts response is nearly
so-called philosophy
three months late. What has this
major turned chemical engineer been d.oing? Perhaps
spreading had energy to other parts of the cosmos in
order to master the technique before smearing it all
on Feb. 19.
EA) snedr tthhies wgehsatot at nh pIr)janillayri -1 y as he did
upset about.
is
Yes, on some sort of irrelevant technical level.
George Pinto’s arguments are not air tight and rock
solid. Yes, he provides little evidence to support what
Pint,.
he had to say But thars not the point. George
writes an optimistic y ision of a future he would like
see actualized. His intent is not to prophesize the ris,
of the dictatorship of the philosophies. Ibis beautiful.
sincere. vision of united man celebrating humanity It
you don’t buy it, fine. But there was no need to slat!
open its belly and set fire to its innards. This is what
Mr. Rothert does when he attacks Pinto’s work, in thc
process of raping philosophy. Let’s look at what
has to say.
When George Pinto says. "philosophy does
more than prepare one for a career. it prepares one lot
life," Mr. Rothert responds. "...I fail to see how a
colloquium on ’Pierce (sic) on Proper Names’ pre
pares one for a career or for life." In the first placc
Pinto did not say that a degree in philosophy will help
you get a high prow Jon, but Mr. Rothert insists on
yakking about the ill effects of a liberal arts degree on
the job market anyway.
In the second place. what does it matter what Mr
Rothert "fails to see?" He obviously "fails to see
quite a hit about what’s really important in life.
And in the third place. it Is COI Meal to anyon,
who exercises free thought that Mr. Rothert chos,
some odd-hall. wholly esoteric thesis, found only in ,
dusty, ill lit comer of Wahlquist library North. such
as "Piece on Proper Names." to represent the wholc
of philosophy. Why didn’t he choose Plato’s ’Repat,
lie." Aristotle’s "Nicomachean Ethics" or Locke.,
"A Second Treatise on Govement’?" Because then
would be forced to admit that these pieces of work are
arguably the most influential bodies in the history of
Western civilization. Hegel, Kant and Nietzsche will
continue to live on for centuries after Mr. Rothert is
dead.
When Mr. Pinto says philosophy helps us "use
our lives based on conscious reflective thinking" and
e in, Mr. Ro"critically evaluate the world we
then responds, "Yet it is difficult to see that, on thc
whole, philosophers are any better off in this respect
than the rest of us."
Yes, it probably is difficult fo him to see that.
sees limitations where Pinto sees none. Does that
make Brent Rothert more wordly? After all he says.
"No. I’m afraid that I cannot, in good conscious, urge
anyone to consider philosophy as Mr. Pinto can. And
I speak from experience."
I would like to let Mr. Rothert in on a little se
cret. George Pinto was an employed certified public
accountant with a degree. He left his job and his projected $70.000 a year income to come back to school
to study philosophy. You see. Mr. Pinto also speak,
from experience. So when Brent Rothert tells you.
.the simple fact of the matter is that getting a jot,
with a decent salary requires a lot more than a philoso
phy degree." realize that the simple fact of the matte’
is that life is pointless and obsolete if the goal is to
make a lot of money. in order to make a lot more
money in order to die and be buried in a coffin with
real silk and pearls. Psychological death can occur in
those still biologically alive. Brent Rothert still has a
heartbeat.
1 sarcastically wish Mr. Rothert the best of luck
in his new found major. What awaits him is a safe,
and secure job, recognized and approved by the
masses that doesn’t require him to exercise excessive
free thought. He ought to do well.
Bryan D. Robbins
Sophomore
Philosophy

Student group lacks integrity

Editor.
Integrity is the ability to adhere to a set of moral
or artistic values. Although this quality is rare in today’s society. I’ve always believed that college students remain as one of these rare factions. Last week,
this belief was shattered by a group of "students" in
room.
one of my classes.
I got lucky. I pulled onto Fourth
We had just fininshed a midterm when, after
Street from San Fernando and
class, these "students’. began to boast about how they
swung into a parking meter space
had acquired the test beforehand. I was disgusted at
their frivolous pride. Cheating is a serious offense at
any academic institution. Did these "students" actually believe that they could get away with such an act?
I informed the instructor yet we couldn’t prove that
they had the midterm beforehand. You see, this instructor has never collected the graded tests so that his
students can use them to study for the final. This is
REPORTERS’ FORUM
I am appealing to the campus at large.
Every day I would go why These
"students" are the members of fraternities
and sororities. For years. they have compiled tests
to class silently
files within their houses. For years, they have cheated
praying that the
you out of your deserved grade. Of course, this apto any course graded on a curve. Every year,
professor would take plies
these organizations claim famous alumni who hold
mercy and not call on positions of integrity. I don’t think any more true
leaders will come out of the Greek system in the fume so that I would be ture.
BY I NA BII I IGMF IFR
If these "students" have all the answers to the
spared the class
tests, then why are their GPAs below the All Men’s
class snickering at my "gringo"
snickering at my
and All Women’s averages’? Are they just ux) intoxiaccent.
cated to see their cheat sheets’? I charge the Greek sysThen there was the man who sat
gnngo
accent.
tem with cheating and plagarism. I think they should
behind me. who, when speaking
give up these test files and become real college stuSpanish. words poured so rapidly
dents.
out of his mouth that even the professor could not understand him.
Shawn Martin
This same individual had more they think that they can get an easy
Sophomore
A.
problems speaking English than he
Marketing
I
am
not
condoning
these studid with Spanish.
dents.
if
1
could
get
away with takTechnically a "native speaker"
is not allowed to enroll in a foreign ing English as a second language.
language class. Many of the stu- it would be the first class that I
The Spartan Daily welcomes letters to the eth
dents are able to sidestep this rule would sign up for. I just think that
because they have grown up learn- there should be classes added to tor. All letters nut). be editedfor grammar, libel and
the curriculum that emphasize length. The writer’s name, class level, major and
ing Spanish and English.
Some take the classes because reading and writing for students home phone number (not for publication) must accompany all letters. Letters may he delivered to Mc
they can speak Spanish but have who arc already fluent.
Lisa Billigmeier is a Daily staff Spartan Daily newsroom in Walhquist Libran
difficulty reading or writing it.
North 104 or the Student Union injewmation desk
Most admittedly take it because writer

Reading and writing should be stressed
In my quest to learn more about
the Mexican-American world, and
the need to graduate. I decided to
obtain a minor in Spanish.
The first few courses I took were
basically what I expected them to
overcrowded classroom
be an
with an assortment of students
struggling to roll their’ es. ’
The courses I t(ok. please keep
in mind, were in a large midwest
university where the majority of
the population did not know what a
quesadilla was, let alone the prospect of being bilingual.
Then I transferred to SJSU.
At my first Spanish class at
SJSU I walked into a classroom
where the majority of the students
were Mexican-American or Hispanic, most of whom had been
fluent in Spanish since birth.
Granted. I am not one of those
individuals who is blessed with the
gift of picking of foreign languages
easily, hut the idea of sitting next
to someone who is more proficient
in Spanish than English was a little
intimidating.
Every day I would go to class silently praying that the professor
would take mercy and not call on
me so that I would be spared the

Letter policy
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Nuclear protesters on campus
Jantir Pitts
Daily stall writer

Recruiting students for a protest
against nuclear testing. SAFER
brought two speakers and a singer
to SJSU Tuesday.
"We think it’s important to inform people about the nightmare of
nuclear testing. ’ said John Press,
vice president of SAFER.
The second reason for having
the program was because. We
wanted to get people interested in
going out to Nevada." Press said.
One of the speakers said he has
been politically active since high
school.
When it came time to register
for the draft David Solnit, a 26-

’There is no
peace, there
never will be any
peace as long as
there is harm
being done to
’mother earth.’
-Pauline Esteues,
representative of the Western
Shoshotvne National Council
year-old member of the Bay Area
Peace Test, said he vowed not to
register and find a way to change
the system.
Fighting the United States government for rights to land her people have lived on. since before
America was discovered, is as natural as breathing. Pauline Estcves
said.
Esteves. another speaker, is a
representative of the Western Shoshowne National Council in Nevada.
In order to move students to ac-

non, sant John Lipant , 27 o.
old phone manager at Campaq’i
California. he writes and sini2
songs about nuclear testing and is
effects.
Solnit spoke about the environmental. social, economic and
physical damage nuclear weapons
testing has on everyone.
Eastern Europe has the largest
independent movement against
testing, he said.
The Soviet Union is moving in a
positive direction toward eliminating nuclear testing. Solnit said. Intact the Soviets stopped testing for
a while but the United States government said it was a trick and the
Soviets continued testing, he said.
"We need to look at what people in Eastern Europe are doing."
he added.
As a member of a Shashowne
tribe, Loin es talked about the negative impact testing has had on her
people. She personalized the factors Solnit talked about by giving
specific examples of what nuclear
testing has done to the Western
Shashowne people.
Her reasons for speaking on
Tuesday were. -to bring about
more students to instill in them
awareness of the situation the
vv hide N odd is in.’ she said.
Lstev es said the world is in a
state of upheaval. "There is no
peace. there never will he any
peace as long as there is harm
being done to ’mother earth’ "she
said.
Song. Eppard said, is one way
to speak to people.
"1 want to get them to Nevada,
the most important action going on
right now. since Ghandi did the
salt Marches,’ Eppard said.
The non-violent protest will take
place March 29 to April 2 at the
Nevada test site. Soln it said.
Remembering last years’ trip to
Nevada. "It’s great fun out there.
it’s beautiful out there and it’s int-

’4.-,"

.140,

woe mons students are
not ill campus every day.
YesterDady provides readers
with Id recap of the previous
days top stories.

A candlelight procession
took place on Monday night
ii ciimmemorate the internment of Japanese during
World War II. Congressman
Norman Mineta spoke to the
crowd of more than MO.

it.

(-1
Due to recurring incidents

Marcia Lepler-Gaily stall photographer
Oliver Kestins decides u hich shirt to buy at the anti-nuclear testing rally
portant." Press said.
For the protest to he a success.
Solnit said, there need to he several protests going on at the same
time, like a simultaneous protest in
the Soviet llnion.
"There’s no reason to fear communism. the 1U.S.1 government’s
propaganda against communism
has put us in fear for 50 years."
Eppard said.
Through the current changes
within Soviet Union it can he
learned. "the people have the
power to make change through
awareness and action,’’ he s,iid.

Although Western Europe is
making gains toward a nuclear-free
zone, the effects of testing are hitting too close to home for the
Western Shashowne people. Eslives said.
-There have been known cases
(il deformity in the new children.
their immune sy stems are not as
good as they use to he. They are
constantly beinp taken to these
specialists," listeves said.
’Its harming the range lands
where West ern Shashowne are
iaisin cattle tor so hsistatICH, she
said.

of students sneaking into the
!tee Center and passing II)
cards to non-menthers. the
entry staff has tightened security this semester. Concerns over the problem were
voiced at the Student Union
Board of Directors meeting
Feb. 13.
The SJSU women’s swim
team will he competing in the
Big West championships in
laing
Beach
Thursday
through Saturday. The team
of 13 women has a 3-5 record
this season.

’STUDENT
AND

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom. Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. The
deadline for entries is 10 a.m. No
ohone-in items will be accepted.
TODAY
0530910IPRE-MED
CLUB:
Guest
speaker: Stanford Medical School Admission Committee Member Scott Rusk, 130
p.m.. Duncan Hall (Room 345).
ECONOMICS STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION:
Speaker Dr. Douglas Dowd. professor of
economics, 1130 a.m.. S.U. Almaden
Room
STUDENT CALIFORNIA TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION: 9 a.m.. Sweeney Hall (Room
331). Call 270-8469.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Meeting,
noon, Campus Christian Center (lower
level). 10th and San Carlos streets.
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Information
table, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., in front of the Student Union. Call 257-6050
CAMPUS MINISTRY.A.S. PROGRAM
BOARD: "Romero--free film, 7 p.m S.U.
Umunhum Room. Call 298-0204 or 9246260
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Brown bag
lunches, noon. S.U. Pacheco Room. Call
924-5930.
B/PAA: Advertising. Design. Research and
Communication Workshop. 6 p.m.. Memorial
Chapel Call 286-8361
PHI CHI THETA (COED BUS. ECON. FRATERNITY): Speaker from Sun Microsystems. 6.30 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan Room.
GAY LESBIAN BISEXUAL ALLIANCE:
Meeting. 430 pm . S.0 Guadalupe Room
236-2002.
LE CERCLE FRANCAIS: Meeting. 230

p.m.. Blimpie’s (80 E. San Carlos) Call 3786157.
CHRISTIAN STUDENTS FELLOWSHIP:
Bible study fellowship meeting. noon. S U
Pacheco Room Call 268-1411
BUSINESS PROFESSIONAL ADVERTISING ASSOCIATION: Workshop. 6 p.m.,
Spartan Memorial
FRIDAY
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION: Pizza night. 7 pm . Round Table
Pizza (Saratoga and Moorpark)
SAN JOSE STATE FOLK DANCERS: Beg, Int. Class and requests. drop ins welcome. Feb. 23. 8 p.m., Women’s Gym, SPX
89. Call 293-1302 or 287-6369.
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Resume I. resume preparation,
12:30 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan Room. Call
924-6030.
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Math Anxiety
Workshop. 9 a.m.. Administration Building
(Room 269). Call 924-5930.
SPARTACUS: Demonstration of MIDI,
12:30 p.m.. Music 150 Call 241-7567.
PHI ALPHA THETA (HIST. HONOR SOCIETY): Lecture by Dr Tom Weudel.
"Speakers of the House in Colonial Assemblies... reception following, everyone welcome. 4 p.m., DMH 150. Call 971-8256.
CENTER FOR LITERARY ARTS: Poetry
reading. noon, Spartan Memorial Chapel
Call 924-4306
PHI KAPPA PHI: Lecture-A-Thon. 2 p.m
through Saturday. Feb. 24 at 4 p m . Engineering Auditorium. Call 227-9098.
BROWN BAG SEMINAR: Dr Jose Carrasco, Mexican studies, poetry reading from
"Thoughts Wander Through... noon. WLN
307. Call 924-2707 or 924-2815.
SATURDAY
ALLEN HALL: Mardi Gras Festival open to
public, lots of door prizes costume contest.

Launch of Atlantis is postponed
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla.
(AP) - NASA Wednesday delayed the launch of the space shuttle Atlantis’ secret military mission
for at least 24 hours because of the
commander’s ill health and
weather conditions.
A brief statement said the commander, Navy Capt. John O.
Creighton. had "developed an
upper respiratory tract infection. In
addition, the launch weather is not
predicted to be favorable."
NASA said it would decide
today whether to try the launch at
the Kennedy Space Center on Friday.
The space agency said a cold
front was expected to move
through the area tonight. bringing
with it clouds, rain and high winds
at the expected early today launch
time.
The weather forecast had improved during the day, with the
odds for launch increasing from 30
to 50 percent. But that was not ac-

9 p.m , Allen Hall, 325 So. 10th St. Call 9248102
VIETNAMESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION:
Cultural night. 6 p m Morris Dailey Auditorium Call 262-6324
OHARA OF HAWAII: Hawaiian Club get together picnic with Santa Clara University. 1
p.m., Santa Clara University Alumni Gardens. Call 274-2755.
SUNDAY
AVATAR MEHER BABA’S BIRTHDAY
PARTY: 5.30 p m, Albany Methodist
Church. Call (4151845-4339
MONDAY
WOMEN’S SUPPORT GROUP: Ongoing,1
p.m. to 3 p.m.. Counseling Services, Admin.
201 Call 924-5910.
ECONOMICS STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION:
General Meeting, 4 pm,S.U. Almaden
Room
TUESDAY
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: Prime
time, 7.05 p m.. Engineering Building Auditorium. Call 294-4249
ECONOMICS STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION:

MacintoshTM
Rental

-by the hour!

kinkoss

Speaker June Lim.
2961

2

pm . BC 1 Call 262-

Lptlish Compositiou
. Section 001A M

Feb 26-Apr 6)
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$398
$449
$495
$565
$638
$690

I)uicumnenlary
photojournalist
Pavel Stecha will speak about his
experiences covering events in
Eastern Europe for the past 20
years at SJSU today.
Stecha. called one of "Prague’s
finest photographers" by Lift
magazine, will cover from thc
196K "Prague Spring" to the recent events in Czechoslavakia that
have brought a new government
into power.
Stecha is also a university instructor in his native Prague and
has been active in the most recent
event in his country. From those
events, he has two pictures in thc
current issue of Life Magazine. tic
was also ilt:11Ve as a young man in
the famous events of the 196N
Prague Spring."
His speech. sponsored by thc
Fulbright grant, will be held in the
Art Building.

Exciting
Opportunities...
Be An Ambassador’
The Pavilion Shops is
now looking for
outgoing, professional,
and creative students
interested in marketing,
advertising and public
relations to be a part of
our Ambassador
program. For $6 an hour,
we will work around
your schedule and
enhance your resume.
Help us by assisting in
numerous promotions
and activities. Call
Jennifer Munday at 2862076.
The Pavilion also needs
experienced visual
merchandisers for
window displays. Send
resumes to Vicki Hen l at
150 S. 1st St., San Jose, CA
95113.

9 Irjr
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(Admissions and Records)
Evergreen Valley College
3095 Yerba Buena Road
San Jose, CA 95135
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Famous
Photojournalist
to speak

en, Fares may rtquIre student
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Evergreen Valley College
Express Program Class

Costa Rica
London
Paris
Athens
Stockholm
Istanbul
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310 5 Third St
(Across from McDonald’s)

EARN 3 COLLEGE TRANSFER CREDITS
IN 30 DAYS FOR JUST $15 !

ROUNDTRIP FROM SAN FRANCISCO

IMMIGRATION

the copy center

ceptable. and shuttle managers decided to call off the flight in early
afternoon before technicians began
pumping half a million gallons of
propellant into Atlantis’ fuel tank.

ES

WEDNESDAY
ASSOCIATION OF ROCK -N-ROLL: Noontime concert featuring Gypsy Lane. S.0
Ampitheater, Free admission . Call 2876417

DAILY

SJSU Today

YesterDd lit,

Civil rights leader ROSH
Parks addressed a crowd of
1.200 on Monday at Stanford
’niversity Memorial Auditorium to help celebrate African
Awareness
Month.
Parks. 77. influenced the
civil rights movement in
Dec. 1955 when she refused
to relinquish her seat to a
white passenger on a Montgomery. Alabama bus.
.11J. -
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Breakfast tt ith Bob

Terrell worthy
of scholarship
By Robert Mallard
FRESHMAN guard Charles
Terrell should receive a
basketball scholarship next
season.
He scored a career high 17
points in the Spartan’s 63-50 victory
at 11()P last Thursday. It was the
Spartans’ first win following seven
straight conference losses.
"It was one of the great
performances by any freshman I’ve
been around," Stan Morrison, SJSU
head basketball coach said. "He
shot well, he passed well, rebounded
and played good defense. He played
the total game."
Although Terrell is averaging
6.1 points and 3.5 assists per game
in Big West play, it’s his defense
that is his claim to fame.
"I’ve been put on top scorers."
Terrell said.
In last Saturday’s 61-59 win
over Fresno Statehe assisted in
holding Dave
Barnett and Wilbert
Hooker, the Big
West’s fourth and
seventh leading
scorers
respectively, to
four and six points.
"Charles is
very
good
at
Ferrell
’
denying the ball to
the scorer." Morrison said. "He
crowds the scorer, forcing him to
give up the ball."
Terrell has transformed himself
from a walk-on candidate to a
bonified Division I starter.
"I had to come here with an
attitude that I had to give 1(X)
percent," Terrell said. "Coach
Morrison said if I did that, !could
play for him."
With the departure of seniors
Kenne Young, Tom Desiano and
Dwain Daniels, there will be three
scholarships available and Terrell
has definately payed his dues, more
than some who are already receiving
scholarships.
"I look at a scholarship from a
perspective that Coach Morrison
will do what he has to do," Terrell
said. "I have no bearing on that
decision."
What Terrell does have bearing
on is his performance on the court
and in the class room.
"Being a student here means
you have to dicipline yourself,"
Terrell said. "It has made me realise
more of what an education is than
high school did."
and
studies
in
FITTING
conferring with instructors
between road trips isn’t easy.
he added. It has taken some
adjustment.
Terrell was recruited out of San
Leandro High School by other
universities such as Weber State but
said they "just lost intrest" in him.
"I thought I had a good senior
season (high school) hut I guess it
wasn’t good enough litr them,"
Terrell said.
Terrell was one of former SJSU
coach Bill Berry’s recruits but did
not sign a letter of intent after Berry
was let go. During the summer he
decided to ask Morrison for tryout.
"I didn’t know anything about
him," Morrison said.
Because of NCAA rules
Morrison wasn’t allowed to evaluate
Terrell until October 15, the first day
of official tryouts.
When asked earlier in the
season if he treated walk-on players
any different than the ones he
recruited Morrison responded.
"They all lace up their shoes the
same way."
Personally it’s great to see
Terrell do so well.
He is a graduate from my almamater San Leandro High School. He
is the only Pirate basketball player in
the last decade to play division I
basketball.
I remember returning home for
Christmas vacation in December
1986 to watch my younger brother’s
San Leandro High School team
play. Four of five starters were
returners. The one I didn’t know,
was a six -foot-three inch 15-year old
sophomore forward, Charlie Terrell.
He’s come a long way since
then.

’It’s a weight
off my back. I
feel relieved.
We had to win
this game
today.’
Sam Piraro,
SJSI I Baseball coach

Spartans end
1 ()lame jinx
against SCU
Rand) Robiertsini
Daily staff writer

Sam Piraro finally overcame
the Santa Clara jinx.
After 10 losses over three
seasons, the Spartan baseball
coach led his team to its first
victory over Santa Clara since
Piraro came to SJSU.
The Spartans (6-1) won 3-2
Wednesday when designated
hitter
Brad
Mornhinweg
walked with the bases loaded
in the eighth inning.
"It’s a weight off my
back," Piraro said. "I feel relieved. We had to win this
game today."
The Spartans scored the winning run without benefit of a
hit. SJSU used three walks and
a Bronco error to take the lead.
First baseman Ozzie Fernandez started the winning rally
with a walk. Second baseman
Mike Gonzales tried to sacrifice Fernandez to second, but
Santa Clara pitcher Mark Fabeta walked him on four
pitches.
Craig Jacobs batted for Greg
Mugg and laid down a sacrifice
bunt. Bronco third baseman
J.J. Beene’s throw to first hit
Jacobs in the hack, and everybody was safe.
With the bases loaded and
nobody out, pinch-hitter Pete
D’Errico struck out and leftfielder Eric Booker flied out.
Booker’s fly to right field was
too shallow to allow Fernandez
to tag up.
With two outs. Fabela
walked Mornhinweg on five
pitches with the winning run. It
wasn’t the most dramatic ending to a game, but Piraro was
pleased to get the win.
"I was real happy to see that
umpire call ball four, that’s for
sure," Piraro said.
Santa Clara coach John Oldham said the Broncos wanted
to win, but their league games
are more important. He gave
SJSU credit for the win and
said that the end of the 10game streak was not a big deal.
"They deserve the win, no
question about that," Oldham
said.

The Spartans effectively
used the hidden hall titk-k in the
seventh inning to tImart a
Bronco rally. With one out and
Santa Clara right fielder Bill
Enos on second base. Mark
Lewis hit a high pop-up on the
infield. The Spartan infielders
circled under the hall. and Fernandez caught it.
While they were still hunched together, Fernandez gave
the hall to Gonzales. When
Gonzales went back to second,
he hid the hall in his glow and
pretended to talk to shortstop
Steve Anderson. As soon as
Enos took a lead off second,
Gonzales ran over and tagged
him out.
"We were in a tight situation and we needed an out any
way we could get one." Gonzales said.
Piraro added. "Both he and
Anderson are efficient at that.
It was a key play."
Oldham said he thought that
pitcher Mark Ringkamp balked
on the play. He argued with the
umpires for about eight minutes before heading back to the
dugout.
Santa Clara jumped out to an
early 2-0 lead in the first inning. Beene hit a one-out single off Dave Tellers and went
to second on a single by center
fielder Drew Miller. After a
fielder’s choice by Andy Solomon put runners on first and
third, Enos lined a two-run
double down the first base line.
SJSU scored single runs in
the second and third innings to
tie the game. Catcher Charles
Havel scored on a Mugg
groundnut in the second, and
Jeff Ball scored on a two-out
triple by right fielder Ken Henderson in the third.
After Tellers pitched two innings, Chris Martin and Mark
Ringkamp pitched the third
through seventh innings. The
retired 13 consecutive Broncos
at one point. Paul Anderson
pitched the eighth inning to get
the win, and Doug Wells
pitched the ninth to record the
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5,151 ’s Eric Booker gets beaned during the first

Daily staff photographer

g of the Spartan’s 3-2 win over Santa Clara

SPARTANS TAKE AIM AT
BIG WEST’S GUNS
Two National powers will be in the
S.U.R.E.C. for exciting Big West Women’s
basketball. Thursday and Saturday.
Come support the Spartan Women in then
toughest games of the year ...
SPARTAN WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
VS
#2 UNLV RUNNIN’ REBELS
THURSDAY - FEBRUARY 22 - 7:30 PM
AND
VS
#I2 LONG BEACH STATE 49ERS
SATURDAY - FEBRUARY 24 - 2:00 PM

Sophomore Center - Karen Smith
Photo By Ron Fried

STUDENT PRICE
JUST $ 1.50

AN AFRICAN AWARENESS MONTH EVENT

save.

Finau benched by coach;
will miss next four games
By Larry Salisbury
Daily staff writer

For the third time this season, a member of the men’s
basketball team has been suspended for violating a team
rule.
John Final. a sophomore
forward for the Spartans will
not be allowed to suit up for the
remaining four regular season
games. according to the Sports
Information Office.
Finau was involved in a fight
with members of the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity the
evening of Feb. 9 outside the
fraternity’s house. He tried to
force his way into a party and
was stopped several times by
fraternity members, said fraternity President Ben Gordon in
an earlier interview with the
Daily.
After the incident, Coach
Stan Morrison said he would
talk to all parties involved before making a decision.
Finau did not show up for
the Feb. 10 game against Utah
State but suited up last Satur-

day against Fresno State. He
has since been suspended by
Morrison.
"John has violated a directive given to the team and as a
result broken a team rule,"
Morrison said.
Finau will be eligible for the
I2-man post season team if he
is in good standing after the
season. He will also he allowed
to practice with the squad.
In his second year at SJSU.
Finau is averaging 1.2 points
and 1.4 rebounds a game.
As a freshman he was ineligible because of Proposition 48
violations. It requires that incoming students maintain a 2.0
GPA in high school and score
at least 7(X) on the Scholastic
Aptitude Test or score 15 on
the American College Test to
receive their athletic scholarship.
He was a Scholar-Athleteaward-winner last year after carrying better than a 3.0 GPA at
SJSU.

\\\
-From Civil Rights to PAN AFRICAN ISM’ Dr. Kwame
lure, (Formerly Known as Stokely Carmichael) is a
world renown political activist and traveller. He has
more than two decades of political experience in the
Civil Rights, Black Power and Pan-African movements,
he developed an intimate understanding of the leading
trends, ideas, organizations and personalities within
the various movements for civil, democratic and human
rights, he has an incisive analysis of the national
liberation movements of Africa, The Carribean, North,
South and Central America, the Middle East, Asia and
Europe. Kwame will speak at San Jose State University
on February 22, 1990 in the Umunhum room at 12 noon
on a panel titled the "African Agenda", What does Africa
mean to you?
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Lady Spartans attempting
to recover from defeats
It,

’,with

Health has been a problem
throughout the SJSLJ women’s basketball tea111.% season, and this
weekend was no acception.
The Spartan’s anemic performance was capped hy two recent
disappointing losses on the road to
arch rival Fresno State last Thursday night, 94-66, and to University
the Pacific 70-56 on Monday
,,. ening .
SJSU suffered its twelfth loss
against two wins and is currently in
ninth place, one full game behind
eighth place San Diego State.
SJSU has a tough assignment in
iugernaut UNLV. currently in first
place and ranked number two in
the nation, tonight at the Rec Center. Tip-oft is at 7:30 and residence
in the dorms are admitted free with
a valid meal card. The task on Saturday is not any easier when the
last -breaking Long Beach State
49’ers storm into town at the Rex
Center. The Spartans face the second place 49’ers at a matinee start.
2 p.m

Reflecting back
"I guess I’m not saying the right

Julie Lynn Rogers Daily staff photographer

Spartan sopl

guard Jodi Page

makes a pass during SJSU’s loss to UOP Monday night

prayers at night." lamented Spartan head coach Tina Krah when reflecting on this season. "It’s so
frustrating because we take two
steps lOrward but then take four
steps hack."
Fresno State was an unappitising
experience when six -foot -three
inch sophomore center Karen
Smith and five-foot-eight inch
sophomore guard Jodi Page suffered from a sudden case of food
poisoning.
And if that wasn’t enough the

Spartans go for
third straight win
Daily staff writer

Taking intense practices into the
games has resulted in a two game
win streak for the men’s basketball
team. The Spartans, 4-10 in the
Big West. have headed south for a
two game road trip this weekend.
The Spartans will take on Long
Beach State tonight at 7:30, and
then head to New Mexico State for
a game on Saturday evening.
According to head coach Stan
Morrison, the Spartans have been
keying on defense during the past
week and it has paid off in the past
two games.
"We have been playing great
defense, and in the past three practices we have been working really
hard," said senior point gaurd
Tom Desiano. "The team has been
really concentrating on defensive
priciples and the coach has emphsised it."
Morrison added. "In the past
two games we have had very good
practices and I think that that momentum has carried over to the
game."
In the past we have been very
aggressive and our emotions have
been high, but the technical asspects of the game were hurting.
On Monday and Tuesday. we
worked on defense. We really got
back to the bread and butter of the
game."

After winning the past two
games against UOP and Fresno
State, Spartan senior center Kenne
Young was named player of the
week by the Big West. Young
scored 17 points and II rebound in
the win against Pacfic. Young also
contributed 24 points and 13 rebounds against Fresno State.
"Our practices have been so intense that they can’t help but carry
over on to the games," Young
said. "Personally I always work
hard. and I think that the inexperince of the team has worn off. We
have played 20 plus games now
and the experience has come with
the games. We know what our capablites are and that we haven’t
reached our potential."
"The effects of the year off have
finally worn off for Kenne." Morrison said. "He is really improving
and has learned to utilize his athletic ability with the technical aspects. He certenally deserves this
award."
According to Morrison. the
Spartans will have to do two things
in order to beat Long Beach. The

Natural point guard

"Cannon seems very comfortable at the wing postion and I am
empressed at his maturity for allowing the change," Morrison
said. "Tom is a natural point gaurd
and he is backed by Wasserburger
and Batiste as well. The point post ion is very important because he is
in a sense is the captain of the
whole ship and he has to run the
boat."
The Spartans are looking toward
the end of the season and the Big
West tournement. Right now the
SJSU will he jocking to get a better
position going into the tournament.
If the Spartans finish in the top six
of the devision then they will avoid
the first round of competition.
"There are several things that
need to happen for us to advance in
the standings," Morrsion said.
’"But not as importantly as the
tournament. I want to see the momentum for the season carry into
the off-season both in the gym and
in the weight nxim, where they
really work on their game."

The game at Pacific was the
complete opposite from the their
last meeting. SJSLI couldn’t contain the Tiger’s outside game at
San Jose. while UOP killed the
Spartans on the inside in Stockton.
SJSU’s 43-34 advantage in rebounds is deceptive considering all
the points scored inside by Pacific.
Poor defense, had decision making and 27 turnovers were the contributing factors in the loss against
UOP. Three players tied with six
turnovers a piece.
Lora Alexander’s fierce performance of 20 points and 19 rebounds, both game highs, were not
enough. She scored most of her
points on offensive rebounds.
Freshman point guard Sherry
"Spud" Ylltit, led the team with
five steals along with her II points
and four assists. Also sophomore
forward Kim Skaggs was well
enough to score 10 point and
grabbbed eight rebounds.
"We ISJSU I need to pull ourselves together," said coach Krah.
"Also we need to set new goals
and go out with pride."

ies R Us

Spartan junior guard Troy Batiste
is seen in his typical pose, driving
the lane for two points. He
pumped in 10 points during last
’Thursday’s 63-50 victory over
UOP. The victory ended a seven
game losing streak in Big West
action for the Spartans. Batiste is
the team’s second leading scorer in
conference play.
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Playing foolishly

Young Is player of the week

A different game

Daily staff photographer

first, the Spartans will have to either fast break and end the drive
with a high presntage shot or set a
up its half court offensive and run
the set plays.
The second thing, according to
Morrison, is that the Spartans defense will have to make the 49er’s
run a half court offense and take
them out of its normal run and gun
type of play.

"The last time that the we
played Long Beach. we played
foolish basketball for four seconds
and it cost us," Morrison said.
"You can’t really blame a whole
game on four seconds though. I
think now we are better organized
and have a better intsitnetive sense
of the game. Instead of avoiding
the loss, we are going for the
win.
Tom Desiano has lead the team
at point gaurd during the past two
victories and according to Morrison, will be starting for the Spartans in the next two gaines as well.
During the course of the year. the
Spartans have changed personal at
the point guard postion. Terry
Cannon, Troy Batiste. and Desanio have all lead the Spartans at the
postion. According to Morrison.
Cannon has been moved to the
wing postion and Desiano will start
at point.

Szukalski missed the last meeting
with a broken foot and was considered day-to-day before the game.
Pacific’s front court scored 47 of;
the Tigers 70 points
Charmon Logan, who scored a
career high 36 lioints including
seven three pointers, was held to a
meager two points. Logan, a junior
guard, injured her shoulder in the
Tigers Iasi meeting with the Spartans. She was listed as questionable before the game.
UOP’s freshman point guard
Tine Frail dished out a game high
18 assists retaining her status as the
nation’s leader in assists
"I was not pleased with our
team defense," said Krah. " They
a /ON killed us inside even though
we contained Charmon Logan."

Michael Caulfield

Practices pay off in consecutive wins
By Mike Moeller

Spartans lost an experienced player
in junior forward LaTrese Hunter,
who suffered a season ending knee
injury.
"We’re affraid that LaTrese tore
canelege in her knee. said coach
Krah.
To top it off sophomore reserve
forward Kim Skaggs has been suffering from bronchidis all week
and did not make the trip to
Fresno.
Being short handed SJSU was
no contest for the tough and tall
Bulldogs, who raised their conference record to 9-5.
Simone Sruhek, a six foot six
inch All -Big West honorable mention senior center, tied sophomore
phenom forward Stacey Cornaggia
with a game high 22 points.
Srubek. who set a school record
last year with 130 blocked shots
batted away an astronomical 10 on
Thursday. Also Srubek grabbed 13
rebounds, an unusual triple double. Fresno State had a 52 it) 43 advantage in rebounds.
LaTasha Causey. the Spartans
workhorse guard. played the whole
forty minutes and led the team with
19 points and grabbed 10 rebounds. Lora Alexander struggled
I rom the field shooting a mere five
of 18 from the field, but still finished with a respectable, 16 points,
while grabbing a team high 16 rebounds. SJSU as a team shot a
paultry 35 percent.
Entering the Pacific contest
Monday. the Spartans looked even
with the ailing Tigers. But miraculously UOP became healthy just
in time for Monday’s match.
The Tigers were lead by sixfoot-three inch senior center Julie
Szukalski
with
16
points.

The above have one thing in common . YOUR IMAGE
THE IMPRESSION YOU MAKE WILL HAVE A
MAJOR IMPACT ON YOUR FUTURE!!
Invest In Your Professional Image
with our Affordable Word Processing Services

KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP
"Rock ’n Roll Barbers"
TUES. - FRI. 9 AM - 6PM, SAT SAM - 4 PM
318 South 10th Street, San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

10 % off Nexxus Products

Clerical
part Time flexible Hours good Pay
computer experience beneficial
20 to 30 hours per week
Call Buckles -Smith at 408/ 280-7999 M-F lpm-5pm
& ask for Jonathan

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
KRAGEN
AUTO Kragen Auto is now hiring
WORKS for part time, full time and
management trainee posiThe New s I argest Auto Pans Chain
tions. We offer competitive
wages, medical/dental coverage, $500.00 per
year tuition reimbursement, employee
discounts and paid holidays. If you’re looking
for a rewarding and challenging career, come
join the nation’s largest and fastest growing
auto parts chain. For further information.
please call:GaryPeArssohnneerl Raectru2it9e8r-6107

All work is TYPESET. SPELL-CHECKED,glig
PROOFREAD. FREE Pick up and Delivery.
Call (408) 249-0270 ...

Ask for Earl Elijah

2787 Moorpark Ave., Ste. 109

San Jose, CA 95128

COMPUTER SCIENCE &
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
STUDENTS WANTED
Full and Part Time Positions Available Now-Flexible Hours

THE PLACE
COMPUTER LITERACY
BOOKSHOPS, INC.
-the world’s largest computer
bookstore-internationally
famous. We pride ourselves
on courteous, knowledgeable
staff who share our
customer’s interests

THE JOB
INFORMATION SPECIALIST.
help customers find the books to
fit their needs, on all computer related topics. Gain experience
relevant to your career field.
Extensive training provided.
Starting Salary $5.75-6.00/hour

QUALIFICATIONS AND HOW THEY APPLY
It you have:
classes in computer science or electrical engineering
programming knowledge of a high level language
excellent English skills

Then send resume to or apply in person at:

COMPUTER LITERACY BOOKSHOPS, INC.
4.46 2590 NORTH FIRST STREET, SAN JOSE, CA 95131
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Zulu Spear high
point of campus
reggae concert
By Adam Steinhauer
Daily stall wide.
Joe Higgs. the headline act at
II idax ’s reggae test in the Student Vnion Ballroom. sang an
entity able set of the Old-style.
, soulful reggae he
helpcd ins eni
!losses et. Iligps all wasn’t
Pic highlight it the show. lie
k .1, upstaged hx tutu Spear. an
Concert
Review

IIC1
band that
played a strange.
Ii ..1i -powered
i and traditional

mo, of I
Atocan musk
lulu Spear. the second of
duce acts sponsored fx the AssocKlIed
ii it
Program
Boat d . show ed a spectacular
slice presence
I he group’s
[hive main sot-ails?, came on
stage at the beginning of their
set in traditional African tribal
iloihing and danced, stepped
and kicked through long, intricate solos. The vocalists sometimes used pointless wooden
spears and animal skin shields
as props, in %%hal might base
been traditional African dance
The three dancers 4. cal isis
later left the stage to ditch the
skimpy animal -skin costumes
for more American jeans or
overalls.
Zulu Spear included African
members from South Africa.
Nigeria and Ghana. and American members frtnn Oakland.
Washington D.C. and Maui.
Ilawm
I he hand included two guitat ists. a has., player, a drumnit--i. {so hoard player and two
outstanding saxophone plaers
%\liii dInIhled
ll,,101111.
/l1I11 Spear’s 4III:al arrangements. 1111l.11
resembled those tiscd
he SoUtll African
musicians
on
Paul
Simon’s ’(iraceland" album.

occasionally included bird calls..
clicking noises and other unusual sounds.
The hand put on a unique
show that would have been difficult for anyone to follow.
Many of the people in the
about -750-member
audience
let I it ter Zulu Spear finished.
\en Rob Kolar, A.S. Pro.
II:1111
Board concerts director
said that Zulu Spear ,as the
highlight of the slum
Ifin, although Higgs was not
the star of the exciting that he
was meant to he, his set served
as a pleasant complement to
Zulu Spear’s.
Zulu Spear was energetic and
danceable almost to the point of
being exhausting.
The mellow set that I liggs
followed with was refreshing.
Other than If iggs’ glaring red
and jet-black suit. he and his
hand were as unt’lash as Zulu
Spear had been spectacular.
iggs is known as one of the
fathers of reggae and his first recordings predate those ot
Marley and the Wailers.
lie and his hand of two temale backup vocalists. a guitarist. a keyboard player, a bassist
and a drummer covered several
Bob Marley songs, played a few
of Higgs’ originals and closed
with an upheat xersion of the calypso classic Day -0."
liggs’ band’s clear beat and
le allowed the audiene
to etas and lose itself in the
music.
The show was opened by San
Jose’s own Uprising, that did an
especially good job of engaging
the audience hut lacked the originality- of the other two hands.
I lowexer. Uprising still put
on an enjoyable show and is
worth looking for at local reggae shows.

Debut album by The Innocence
Mission offers strong message
It I .aw reties: Salishur
Daily staff writer
Lancaster. Penns
better known for the Amish than for
music.
Thanks to The Innocence Mission, that may soon change.
After play mg in local clubs.
church basements and ex en a stop
wont, the group Imally cut its debut
album in January:.
The self-titled debut album offers a poetic mix in the c.c. cummings tradition: no punctuation
and little grammar. but a meaningful message.
With a Kate Bush sound and poetic lyrics. lead singer Karen Perk
affects a
quality of wonder
The group’s hi,st pti,hIctit is
Pens’ voice. III
Record
and thin, her st,
blends the alrea
Review
difficult to untie;
stand ly tics Wile to the lack of
punctuation) until they are just
about impossible to follow.
The single Black Sheep Wall"
is garnering alternative -radio play
according to "Rolling Stone"
magaiine. The song is about a parent watching his her child grow
s.
up. With typically powerful
Perk sings, "Black Sheep:this is
how I love you: With closed eye,
/With turned hack/With distance
Two selections, "Paper Dolls"
and "Medjugorje" arc less than a

minute loqf
"Paper Dolls" is the album’s
first selection and introduces the
childlike theme with "Oh. I guess
it’s time to grow up now
’Medjugorjc’ ’. the last song on
the album. completes the cycle of
growing xx it hi a composition about
the death of Penis’ mother:
"Mother Mary . Mother/Filling up
this place \\ till hope of peace".
The longest song on the album.
"You Chase the Light" is a powerful dialogue between a man who
is leaving and a woman who has
dilf lenity letting him go: "I don’t
want to keep you bottled in my
glass You are a free moth/Gil
chase the light".
Tlw Innocence Mission finds its
success in the familiar theme of its
l rids, the common sharing of the
pain of growing. In a culture innundated with baby boomers. the
group should
find
sympathy
among the neglected children of
these corporate achievers.
Playing on the "Cheers" idea. it
is always nice to know that (MC is
a
not alone or is not the first 1,,
problem
The closing refrain of " Note hook ’’ expresses the group’s s
point. Perk asks "Don’t you think
there’s more to
The group’s
debut album might leave some
people wondering if there is more
to life, hut .it least it will make
them consider it.
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include -A Walk with lien i
son," "Sweet Will."
and -The Names of the I ,-,
which w as awarded the I enot,
Marshall Award tor hest hook ot
Antillean poetiy 111 1976
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NCO \ ed a 13.A
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The settings tor his poem., are
mostly his 115111% t: Detroit. rural
Calitorma ,ind New lork
innt,
tangs, it
I h.
drunks and dial’ doil!.!ers to win
and limo -env lilt-’. wilco, his
wide gathering it Liles and his ON.111
lite eXperICHt.C.,

MONDAY NITE

(he People xx ho laugh’ me my hie xx as a
thing,
holy
who convinced me that
my it amid education Was a
lie. .These people, both black and
white, were mainly rural peiple.
and the horror of the modern world
was something they knew in a xx
I did not, first hand.- lxvine s biography quoted him as saying
The S.ISI I reading is free and
open to the general public
I"’"ig.

Dance, Laugh and Go Crazy
EVERY

417 south first street
san lose. california
408-280-1435

FOREVER!
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Restaurant

LIVE

MONGOLIAN BBQ
ALL YOU CAN EAT
$599
(Reg. $7.50)

IN

11
3

San Jose

,111.0.0

Children’s
Prices
Lower

with
Coupon
No Limit

Chicken
Pork
Vegetables
Turkey
Expires 3/3/90
Celebrate Chinese New Year
2425 S. Bascom Ave. 371-5015
Open 7 Days4
Campbell
Lamb
Beef

4

CAPPUCCINO
FREE
BUY ONE CAPPUCCINO, GET ONE FREE

HERE’S...

AT C3{EZ C11.01,SSA.NT
sv’.’.’.k LOUISIANA HOT LINK
ON A FRESHLY- BAKED FRENCH ROLL
sy
ONLY $1.49 (reg. $3.25)
Carlos St./3rd St. Free Validated Parking
(back of store)
blk. from S.J.S.U./ 297-1233
All offers valid until Feb. 28 .
M -F 7am - 5:30pm
with student I.D.
Sat. 7am.-10:00pm

51 E. San
1

Are you a
new student
to SJSU?
Blimpie’s would like to
welcome you!
Come by and receive a
FREE SANDWICH.

. FREE 6 oz. SALAD
With Any Pizza Delivery

Buy one of greater or equal value’
and get the second FREE!
Offer good for regular
sandwich only.
Valid Feb ’2-23

tr

(ffllrnifge)
Americas Best Dressed Sandwich
80 E. San Carlos Street
L Between 3rdli2nd 947-1333

O

280-0707
Expires 02-20-90

Salad Regularly $1 87

c)_) riA
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Campus
rocks to
modern
sounds

Ken Kook
Even, once in I ssbile a I k and -11111 hand bursts
onto the music scene and manages to infect its listeners with an unmistakable brand of music that is so
dangerously addiLose that many a record needle and
tape head is worn out playing their albums over and
over.

Decked out in bright orang,
pink, blue and green tiger strips.
opard spots. stars and liaalian patterns, the Bonedadds
looked and sounded original and
j interesting at their noon time performance at the Student Union
Amphitheatre Iasi
IS II
Thursday.
HC1.11’1.1
The
eight member modern
ock/funk band from Los Ancles opened their show in a
.cinba rhythm. Later songs had
lap vocals and some others, like
"Rudy. Go Steady" with some
of its lyrics toomovved from the
Specials’ "Rudy - A Message
to You", showed an obvious ska
music influence.
The Bonedaddys’ upbeat set,
sponsored by the Associated Students Program Board, included
several songs from their new
album, "Worldbeatniks."
The Bonedaddys’ encore and
most melodious song. "Shoora’ was from the album.
The Bonedaddys’ instrumental
set-up included two guitars, a
keyboard, a sax, a bass, a drummer and an outstanding second
percussionist.
Percussionist Mike Tempo
played bongos, snares, tornturns, cymbals. various hells and
whistles and other unfamiliar
percussion instruments, sometimes using drum sticks and other
times drumming with his hands.
Tempo’s driving solos were

Dramarama is one of those hands. playing to a
nearly full house at the Cactus Club last Fridav night
Variety is the word to describe
Musi(
Dramarama’s musical repertoire, said
lead singer/songwriter John Easdale in
Review
a recent interview with "Release."
’’We try to he as different as we can from even
ourselves. If you listen to our album from one song to
the next. hopefully you won’t say, ’Wow, that song
sounds like the song we just stopped
"
Live, Dramarama brought out this raw energy so
characteristic of its music, in a tight set lasting ifo
minutes.
"Stuck in Wonderamaland." the folk rock title
track off the new album kicked things oft, working up
the audience into the punk dance hit "Anything. Anything (I’ll Give You)," Easdale’s urgent vocals crying
out in desperation of a man willing to give anything
attain an estranged girlfriend’s hand in marriage
Things calmed down a bit as Easdale changed the
mood, getting into the upbeat "Lullabye. contrasted
by the following lustful nature of "Fireplace. Pool.
and Air Conditioning."
Dramarama played an almost equal mix from its
three albums, bringing out favorites from the cynical
"Scenario," as well as the guitar driven "70’s TV,"
pi
Kei
a song about Easdale’s addiction to watching old television reruns front the ’70s.
.1 gm Easdale, lead vocalist Ill Dramurama

Ken Kwok - Daily stall photographer

Percussionist Mike Tempo keeps up the beat for rock
band the Bonedaddys.
the highlights of the Bonedaddys’ set and the addition he gave
to their rhythm section may have
been the one factor that most differentiated the Bonedaddys’
sound from those of the Untouchables, Fishhone and other
funk -based modern rock bands.
The Bonedaddys’ wild appearance suggested the possibility of a wild stage show and they
seemed to be trying.
They danced and jumped to

the heat of their music. Guitarist
Paul Lacques and vocalist Kevin
Williams stood hack to hack and
revolved around during one of
Tempo’s percussion solos. Lacques, Williams and guitarist Jai
Vatuk all fell to the ground and
rolled to their backs in unison at
another point.

Seven Second Delay
IT’) MY VEHIca
MAIURET! MY WHEtil),
MY O(OMY FREEDOM’

worker. & Moods 8 receive up to
50% off on your own order. Thank
you Also, good part-time Income
tor the holidays Call JANE at 251.
5942.
MONEY

FOR

COLLEGE. Grants,
scholarships, loans FREE bro.
chum 1-918-3318-0NEY exl 770

PERSONAL LOANS up to 52500".’
(Subject to credit approval) Call
WASHINGTON
FEDSQUARE
ERAL Credit Union st (OUR) 647-

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Save your teeth, eyes
and money, loo Cleanings and
office visits el no charge For brochure see AS office (Student

Health Center) or call 1408)3716131 tin San Jose
VISA

OR MASTERCARD!! Even II
bankrupt or bed credit, We guarantee you a card or double your
money back Call 1405-682-7555.
eat 111-1103

AUTOMOTIVE
SEIZED CARS. TRUCKS. 4wherders.
TV’s, stereos. furniture, comput-

>0

ers by DEA. FBI. IRS and U S customs Available your area now
Call 1-805-602-7555. eat C-1255
84 HONDA CIVIC autometic, 1 owner,
body straight, runs good. 53200
Call 292-3391

COMPUTERS

lime positions Benefits. call JIM
at 9244220 for appointment

3721, 408) 395-5378, (408) 921)9035, (415) 964-8083. (415) 8588746

FOR SALE
HOUSE FOR SALE I br . 1 Da . fenced
yd spa, patio, palm walnut plum
trees $150K Call Julia at 707-9946733 Close to campus
MATTRESS

SETS. BEDS. NEW!
Twin sat 979 lull set 389, queen
Sit $130, king set $179 For both
Pieces’ Bunkbeds $99 Day beds
$99 5 pc bedroom set 1199

Desks $74, dressers $79, chests
346, bed -Barnes, delivery. (41S)
745-0900
REPOSSED VA 8 HUD HOMES avall
able from government trom St
without credit check You raper
Also tax delinquent towel 050? as
Call 1-1305-682-7555. Eat
for repo list

H.1513

HELP WANTED
ATTENTION

Earn money reading
books’ S32.000 year Income potential Details (1/602-838-"".
eat BK4250

ATTENTION HIRING. Gov 1 lobs your
area $17 640-969.4114 Call I-602.
836-8685, eel R4290
COMPANIONS

AND RECREATION
AIDES
needed for programs
working with children and sclufte
with disabllitirm Port time flexible
hours must have car Call (4151
856-0611 for Int ormetion

COUNSELOR DIRECT
stft
CARE
needed at local residential Will ties for young adults S adolescents with autism 8 related disa.
bilitles FT 6 PT positions ovell
Shorting 36-36 25 hr Call 14081
448-3953
for
HIRING
NOW
spring ChriInves and next summar breaks Many positions Cell

CRUISE SHIPS

opportunity

Excellent cator upcoming

graduates We train’ Call for more
information at 249-7777.

60664-0899
KITCHEN HELPER WANTED MINATO
Japanese Restaurant, 617 N 6th
St . JAPANTOWN Call 998-9711
and ask for JOANNE

modeled, clean and quiet Security building of/ street parking.

Norb

Let’s

$025 my

Call 288-9157 John or
Martha or please leave complete

Admin Support 8 Bilingual
English Japanese positions No

Engr

Fee, PERSONA.14081453-0505
POSTER APPLICATIONS for VISA
8 DISCOVER
MASTERCARD
card ori campus Earn up to $2 50
1 -800-950Call
response
per
83 or 1.800-932-0526

Call RUTH at 908-1822
SECURITY OFFICERS
NEED CASH?
CAVE SECURITY is hiring for full
and part time positions
All shifts avIiable
CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT DR . SANTA CLARA
Call 946-2283 8-4 PM for info
COUNSELORS.
JOBS.
SUMMER
Boys Camp W Massachusetts
Girls Camp_ Prone Top Salary
room, board laundry travel al.
Iowan., Must love kids and nave
skill in one Al the following nciiv
Archery. Arts 8 Crafts
ales
Baseball Baakelball Bicycling.
Murat
Dance.
Cheerleading
Golf. Miler
Drums. fencing
Gymnastics Hockey. Horseback
Karate. LaCrosse Nature, Nurses
Photography. Piano. Radio Rock
alry, Ropes Sailboarding, Sailing.
Snubs. Soccer. Tennis. Track,
WSI. Waterskl Weights. Wood
MEN, cell or wile CAMP WI.
NADU, $ Glen Lane. Mamaroneck.
381.5983
19141
NY
10543
WOMEN, call or write CAMP
vECIA. P0 Box 1771 Millbury.
Ms 02332 (617)934-6536
THE COLLEGIATE DREAM -- 020460
per hour. part time A dream come
Clearbrook of California
true
looking for merketing reps Cell
14061046.1995. Mr Heggem
PT
UNDERGRADUATE ENGINEER
TechnIclen Production needed in
wafer fabrication Photolithogre.
phy 8 Thermal OtIde Deposi(Will Train) Please call
Linda at 4349600 or send resume
270 E Brokaw Rd San
TFI.
In
Jot*. C 95112
tions

Fortune SOO
VLSI CHIP DESIGNER
Prefer MS U S citizen, 4 to 5
0
year. eaperience SUN pp
Boy 60106 Sunnyvele Co 94068-
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ALICE
’ Let me take you on an
escapade "FROM SHIRLEY

Earn money for your fraternity
sorority, club or business by sell
ing

T -Shirts
your design or logo
Call BRAINSTORM

silk-screened

pels

witn

(415)962.8801

LOST& FOUND
MINOLTA CAMERA lost (sentimental
value)
in
Spartan
Pub
on
Feb 1418 REWARD guaranteed.
no questions asked Call 945-

TWO LIVES. One for the people, one
for the heart Opp down inside
Thank you all for helping tne see
AB
STUDENTS et SJSU 15,000
male 10% GAY. I hope to see
you today al GALA, all 1500 of

30.000

1251

PERSONALS

you!’

BARE IT ALL, Stop shaving, waxing.
tweertng or using chemical tiepin tortes Let me permanently remove your unwanted halr (chin
bikini -tummy -moustache-back etc 15. discount to students 8
hculty Call before May 31.1990. 8
the 151 appointment is 1 2 price
Unwanted hair dissappears with
my care ’ GWEN CHELGREN,
RE
559-3500. 1645 S Bascom
IC.
Campbell
HAIR
Ave .
TODAY GONE TOMORROW’
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings at
6 30 8 6.00 PM. Campus Christian
Center. 10th 6 San Carlos For
more into about other activities
call Father Bob Leger or Sister

SERVICES
EDITORIAL, RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring. consuOalion, Tilogre
Waft materiels, and editing services Final draught preparation
(415)841-S036
Unwented
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
halr removed forever by specialist Confidential Your very own
probe 247-7468, 335 S Beywood
Ave . San Jose

STEREO

MARC (415)790-9292 In msg.

DIVINE INNER MOW. Luscious wonder, reality tonight ZACA 130S.
OUE
EEK - A --MOUSE CONCERT.
To that very pretty girl with short
heir you were wesring a short
sleeved black velvet lop end a
miniskirt I was right behind you
Our only coversetion was my
question to you it you had seen
reek-a.mouse before
I would

ask *bout 11mw T WA Getaway
credit card for you and your par.
antsCall ANDY at 243-2030

Call now PAMELA at 946-31162
ACADEMIC

AIRLINE TICKET -San
Jose to Denver Leave on February 241h, return on February
NM 9200 Call DAN at 1408) 7780519 or 1-800-538-8767.x 2106

TYPING
papers, thews. letters. Pc Grad
8 under -grad Available darn
eves weekends by appt Laser
printer Call ANNA - 972-4992

TRAVEL
"AIR FARE DISCOUNTS," T W A offers SJSU students 10% off any
published fare! Purchese your
student discount card now’ Also

pro Reports. theses. resume.. letter a. mailings. aft
Spell grammar check Wordprocowing-WordPerfect S I poste
cript laser printer Close to campus
P U. del
avail
Student
Services

for charts, graphs, slides. overheads, and color tool Plus fast
turnaround and querenteed work

neatly typed paper gels a higher
grade Error -tree papers impress
profs For this quality. call WRITE
TYPE -14061972.9430
EDITORIAL

sutapets for theses, papers re
ports. resumes. etc Free ploydisk Morns 2514449
CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced,
professional word processing
Timms. Wm papers, group projects. etc All formats Including

(all formate) and Desktop Pub
i resumes
newsletters
fliers etc ) Call PATRICIA in WIL.
I OW GLEN 1400) 286-5688 Reeve

APA Lefper printer Quick return
Transcription services available
Almaden Branahm area Phone

FAST WORD PROCESSING’ 125 wpm
Quality guerenteed Competitive

264-4504
CALL MRS MORTON at 266-9448 lor
EDITING A WORD PROCESSING
of term papers. research prolects
11 resumes Will gladly assist
w grammar

punctuation

mer

English

maim

THE IMPRESSION you make will have
a mato, impact on your future In
vest in your proleesional irnege
Term Papers Thews
Resumes. Manuscrtpis
Free pick-up & delivery
Invest 18 your prof image with
EXECUTIVE BUSINESS
SOLUTIONS
Soo advertisement MnnA Thum
Call 249-0270 Ash Or Earl Elijah
2787 Moorpark Ave 109
San Jose Ca 91,120

student rates Theses reports
term papers. legal documents
Call 14081984 5203 today’

T ‘I ONG

WORD PROC
TERM PAPERS
REPORTS
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TU1STOMPROCESSING
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LISA’S TYPING 8
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE

and

(4081 e84-5837
Term Papers
Resumes
Theses
Personal 9116
Reports
Proposals

14081972.1563
TYPING WORD

PROCESSING test
accurate, reasonaftle All types nt
paper Spell checking and proof
reading Same day sew. Betty
2474068 S/0118 Clore

FastExpert-Dependable
Night Saturdays Rush

LOW

Located In the
Santa Clara San Jose Area

GLEN area
COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE near
Hamilton 8
Winch eeeee
Call
SHIRLEY Cl 379-3519 $2 per woe
minimum 5 pages

Theses etc Laser printer Free
grammar spell purr check Reasonable rates quick turnaround

message)

sentence structute (knowledge
bla on Tumbler, APA & Campbell
formats) Equipment used Word
Perfect A HPLaser Jell! Gen.:liftable business experience and for-

270.

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME,
Wordprocessing to Its fullest ca
pacity
Laser
printing.
spell
checking, grammar check editing powerful graphics program

ARE YOU CONCERNED about your
grades, 01 course 700 010 A

SERVICES WO -Pages
need polishing/ Get help from a
Professional Tech
Editor with
English Degree Word Processing

flog

AAAH! Too many reports and not
enough tints? RELAX and let ME
do the TYPING!! Resumes. teem

discounts EDP
0014 EVELYN

TYPING

AT REASONA
BLE RATES - Need our help/
Quality and accuracy guarenteed
We’re fast. dependable, grammar.
were, both college grads Specialty in Science end all English
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Trust

B S Student ID rimed law authorized dealer, slaws too Cash
only Call me at home anytime.
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Classified

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS!

AUTO STEREO I sell Kenwood. Sony.
Yamaha Pioneer, Infinity, Rock lord
Fosgate,
linear
power,
Zapco . mom I give major dl.’
counts to SJSU students only No

Judy Ryan at 298-0204
DENISE. I never knew love so
I m yours forever CINDY

N/S AWL-,

T-SHIRTS

eel 83
RECEPTIONIST’ JOB SHARING -Monday -Wednesdays. 9-5 30 PM. Friday 1-5 PM Phone, light clerical

70/7.5rEVIDCAECKS

TO KRISTA

mpus off st prkg weird layout
$525 my lot I 5575 for 2 297.
2960 00.56 wknds 993-8,66. no

SIDE of the CLOSET. Love. your
BIG SIS,

WORK with offices worldwede In
the Bay Area, we re looking for
people interested in Sales. Acct

Maguire & Mehallo

WHO HELPED me move.
You’re wonderful. I owe you one!

BORM APT in old house 2 bibs to

liceApply by Fab 23 to KATHY
KASPER or call 924-5950
NET-

MOE
pox,

TO ALL

laundry facilities
security entrance carport, cable hook-up.
780 5 1 Ith St (nr 280) 5725

A B. welcome lo Ilya WORLD OUT-

0186 CP1)41619119-7217

about plialties. call Rev
FIrnhaber at 296-0204
NUTHIN YER LOVIN is purrin
roar in the early m. PUG.

HOUSING
FOR RENT, large 2 berm 2 bath re-

ORIENTATION LEADERS now being
recruited tor AUGUST 1990 orien
teflon progrem on campus Cash
stipend Applications available et
Student Activities 8 Services 00.

PERSONA is part of on INT L

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every I
SUNDAY morning at 10 45 AM at
Campus Christian Center. 10th 6
San Cados For more Information

message

EARN S10006 WEEKLY" Make $500
for every 100 envelopes stuffed
stamped
Send self-addressed
envelope to EvIra Income Unlirn

VISA. eel

INFERNO 1313S
EINI. 300 1200 2400 baud Macirt
loan & IBM libraries, 25 phone
lines, multi-user chat 14081 395.

-

7636 or 14081265-2418 after 7 PM
EARN 95.000-315.000 e month No Co
parlance, will train Full or pan

P0 Box 64899 Chicago, II

7273
STUDENT

reer

Call DANCESTARS at 996-8955
EARN 58 per hr 1 or 2 days per week
Must be available 7 AM to 4 PM
Tuesday 8 Wednesday Easy job,
bring Some work Call 14061 452-

TAKE

Funhouse

96,000412 000 month

1-805-682.7555 eat S-1062
DANCE TEACHER WANTED
Part
time excellent salary, minimum
of 1 year teaching experience

Aaron Malt how

But the eight Bonedaddys and
all of their equipment looked corralled and constricted on the
small amphitheatre stage.
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Call me today
(local Avon Rep) 8 1 will sand a
book to your home or business’
Super specials for everyone
Share the book with family co-
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ifs Adam Steinhauer
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t..

Dramarama shows diversity
at Cactus Club performance

Daily staff writer
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love to hear from you lam new in
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Roberts Bookstore
HARRY dinner on VALENTINE s Day
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up your phone Dial 976 7002 M
hoer si esciting message* from
quality people cry"" tan record
your own message And with our
voice mall sew, you don t have
In leave your phone number 00 an
open line Cell (4081 988-7573 for
tree defogs Call today’ Someone
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Policy: More riding hours

Literacy: Students want to ’make a difference’
t 1,sts mime I
%iits students and their families of
program work as well as II dile% is all levels of literacy to receive one
that our students come in uith a to one help learning to speak and
desire to do well and a desire to read English at Yerha Buena yv ith
make a difference in students’ SJSUstuents
lives." said Professor Jonathan
At Vertu Buena High School.
Lovell. coordinator 01 the English 30 percent 01 the students had Inneducation program and associate tied English proficiency compared
professor of English
to the state average of 6.3 percent
"They’re uncertain about how during the I 9t414-149 school year.
to do it and they ’re uncertain about according to school performance
what techniques they base. ’Hwy reports.
are themselyes, gtxxl learners."
Asians and Hispanics account
Lovell said. pointing out that a for nearly MO percent of the ESL
special type of person is required students at Yerba Buena. accordto do the work effectively
ing to Caesar Romero. coordinator
"They’re moire skilled and of federal and state programs at the
knowledgeable and talented in the school.
area of teaching ESL than I ant heTutors attend an orientation of
cause they’re doing it and I’m simtraining the rust toe weeks ot the
ply supervising."
class from ESL teachers at Nerha
Deborah Wiens, a junior major- Buena. The teachers know their
ing in English who also wants to students and share their techniques
work with ESL students, is taking yv ith them. They are also available
the class for her second semester.
to students during the tutoring se,"We’re learning from them. " sins iv) ice a week.
said Wiens. "How else can you
"Simply to provide a level of inlearn to teach except for by experi- struction to persuade (ESL) stuence? I was always afraid I’d get dents to stay for that extra hour is
all the way through college, get in really quite an achievement."
a classroom and find out I can’t Lovell said.
teach.’’Wiens said the students were
Wiens readdy admits to being .!ager.
seared of preparing lesson plans
"They’re there strictly because
tor students so close to her own they want to he there. It’s really
age without any previous experi- different. Its kind of an artificial
once
environment from what we’ll actuThe SJSI ’ Yci Ina Buena Part- ally be teaching
Foi
I11..1.10 program innership
Crayton-Shav said it would

Samanda Dorger Daily staff photographer
Kather,yn ’ray ton-Sha, left and Deborah %%
tt ho are nit i tit cd in
the SiS4.-Yerha Buena Partnership. began leaching last week.

make a big dilleteme kir tutors to
approach their siments without
ethnocentricity.
Everyone should he required to
take the course it they are going
into teaching. she said.
"We haYe to stop thinking of
people who don’t speak English as
less capable than %AC are. They
have the same level it intelligence.
They know everything kke know,"
Crayton-Shay said.
To future tutors, she ark ised. "I
would tell them to lea dietr shoes
at the door when tht. go into a

Heater: Plant purchase possible
WM

page I

Mike Nausis, super\1st 41 the
plant. said the steam allows the
plant to reach 5.6 megawatts in
production, compared with 4.111y
three megawatts without the
steam.
Students can see mist coming
from the building because of cooling fans on the building’s roof.
’The fans have such a dray, it
sucks some of the steam out . said
Nausis.
Glen Mitchell, a business analyst for the California State University chancellors oflice said a decoon to buy would he made ’’later
in the %seek
"We’se got engineers up there
to make sure the facility is ad-

It’s a reliable
source of energy.’
Steve Shunk,
environmental
reasources worker
equate." to run yy ithout incurring
another debt. Mitchell said.
Mitchell said ilie money. $4.6
million hs his estimate, would
come trom stale money already
held 101 such purchases in the Office oi knergy General Services
Fund.
"In the event we might have to
shut (the plant) down, there will be
no problem in the short-term for

us," said Qayoumi. "We can buy
power and all the buildings have
hack up boilers it heat."
!lost ever, Qavounn said, if the
plant taken permanently ott-line a
whole new sy stein of hack-ups
%%mild need to be installed because
the current replacements would be
used full-time.
Qayoumi, whose department
would be in charge of running the
plant if SJSU buys it. said that
many of the current staff would be
kept.
"We’re talking about a very
complicated piece of machinery,
we would have some of the same
outfit run the plant until eventually
the university consolidates them
in." said Qayoumi.

I orn ixue, /
the way across caittptis on 4th. 91h.
10th. San Carlos, San Salvador,
and San Fernando streets. Cyclists
can also ride on 7th Street except
between Clark Library and the Engineering Building. 5th Street
south of San Carlin. and Nth Street
between San Salvador and San
Carlos streets.
The policy also restricts cyclists
from parking their bicycles anywhere on campus other than the
designated racks and lockers.
During Monday ’s meeting. Academic Senate member Wiggsy Sivenison said that there aren’t
enough bike racks iiin campus and
that the bh tc Ic lockeis are too
easy to break into.
’If you ask any student who’s
been around the campus a while,
they’ll tell you that they wouldn’t
dare put their bicycles in one of
those lockers.’’
After admitting that he had
uneven researched the history of
thefts hom the lockers. Richard A.
Staley . t 1PD public information
officer, said that he had never
heard ot any such thefts

classroom. Walk in barefoot. That
way you don’t stand up as pompous and domineering.’’
Up until last semester. the program was still ii its developmental
stages. We more or less figure
out how to run it as we do it."
Lovell said.
Even so, ESL teachers of Yerha
Buena have responded positively.
"The teachers noticed last fall that
Fru/n/51g, /
students that came consistently to
our program developed an etraor- scorched the yv all hut caused no
dinary degree of confidence and structural damage.
Art department chairman Stecourage in their regular classes."
phen French estimated the cost of
Lovell said.
The idea for the literacy pro- the incident mu he hemeen 53.5(N)
gram at Yerha Buena was boon at a and 54.(MH).
The estimate includes the reliteracy conference in spring of
1988. Principal Alicia Mendeke placement 4.11S1 Of the ktlit. a new
and Lovell were anerested m serv- control mechanism. ;old tresh paint
ing the community M. lilt the pro- for the %N all,. sdlil
11.ts lOSI in the
NO
gram. I .ovell taught at Yerba
kiln. is hICII \Sir. being Used 10 men
Buena in hall of I Om.
way trim) the inside 4.1 plaster
molds, said I rench l’he molds can
still be used, he added.
French ealled the outcome of the
fire "very !mum:tic and noted
that this is the t irst hre in the .irt
building in the past 10 years.
MINNEAPOLIS API
"That’s an eicellent reel rd.’
The Metropolitan Sports Fahe said "We hae not had other
cilities Commission Wednesfires despite the lots of different
day unanimously rejected the
materials we use and lots of differNorth
Nlinnesota
Stars’ deent processes."
mands bur SI 5 million in imGraphic design maim’ Sara Kipros einem% to the team’s
nenberg was in a painting class on
facility
playing
1
the third floor Iaen I am.1 tier
chiss smelled the smoke. l’he class

Hie question I would ask is
why a person determined it) steal a
bicycle or bicycle parts would go
through the trouble of breaking
into a locker when they could steal
one of the bicycles parked at the
racks.
UPD logs showed no thefts from
the lockers as lar hack as October
Staley also said that there are hi cycle racks around campus that
frequently go unused.
Harold Manson, manager of traBic and parking operations. said
that more bicycles racks will he
placed around campus and that
sonic of the racks already in place
w ill he moved to locations where
they can he used by more people.
Manson said that a study is being
conducted to determine where
racks should he placed.
Riders are restricted to a bicycle
lane on 7th Street and will be re strieted to a lane on 9th Street as
soon as it’s painted. Manson said
Mat he didn’t know how mx)n that
still he.
Skateboards and roller skates are
still banned tnini campus during
ill hours.

Fire: Fire stops classes

North Stars
rejected

,a.ived in session and it was sey cial
heiore she heard thn.
alai in, slw said.
-Its an art building I just
thought someone had burned
something.’ she said.
Kinenherg left her large painting
behind and shxxl outside with
about 35 others. includnig many
who had been on the first floor fOr
the opening of seven art gallery
showings.
Senior art inajor Brent Larimore
was one student who had his art
showing canceled because of the
incident.
"Ii is as :I real hummer. It (the
gallery) was real busy at first, then
it dropped oil and it was picking
up again" when the smoke appeared. he said.
Although no one was let hack
inside the but
Tuesday night,
the fire has not affected normal
class schedules in the building.
Larimore5 v,ork and that of
other students still remain in the
galleries for ewing the rest of the
week.
uiuiiiiites

We Have A Winner!

The Honor Society of
PHI KAPPA PHI
PRESENTS A 26 HOUR

OH
THE ULTIMATE EDUCATION

and the
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=MIMI
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NMI

Spartan Bookstore

2 pm Friday to 4 pm Saturday, February 23-24

Congratulate

ENGINEERING AUDITORIUM

Wilkin Ho

FREE ADMISSION!

-a junior Majoring in artPresident Fullerton leads off 50 presentations
Fetruary 23Frsey
200
2X
300
333
403
430
51:0
533
ISSO
63)
703
733
ISO
1133
910
1130
1000
1033
11W

Fullerton
AcrNos
Moore
Jochen
Boman
Johnson
Wal
&risen
Tang
Goaded
Hord
Lev
Reynolds
Sevens
Cternenb
Heaver
Yon
Sea
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Democracy & tie Mori:text Volts
Siptconductivey Sooety
History. What More Coukl Anycne Pose* Need?
Abiefer K’urg (Confucius): Utters* Teethe
Confessions or an Urban Poker
Govertrnent & hlormelion ut lie Itonnation Age
Ube Transitions
A Spoiled More Alitoephete
Al You Wert lo Oak About Mallon & Meth
Hance lo Teeing Larreg
The Ozone Hole
Chinat aeration ce Lite on te Pings Statace
Toys kir Deselophg HesSAIrd Cocednattr
Ongt of Callon*: te lOirreli Matinees
Tritelomulare In Educilkei
IT, Lae WUMelody/
Aleundeseeskig Denverecy
_rat Merely
Iniorrretion Lesley

203
2.3)
333
433
500
530
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700
730
800
830
900
910
1003
1030
1105
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1700
1233
1W

February 24 Satarary141.4
1200
103

HOW

Runes. Coop xxl Inuedo:
Joie d Ire Understates! Inlonretter Stearn
Lseerslowsiti The COW
ol Your Ule: The Mt

This event will help create a new
President’s Scholarship for Minority
Achievement through pledges.

133
21:0
213
303

Southern
eyonok
Bard

Southern

Lexal Reasons for Failing Statistics
Greenhouse Gees, CFC ’s, Ozone & Compost
Where haw ail the teetters Cole?
Psychology & Mysecism

Snit
McEleeth
Wilkens
Jenred
Janes
Weal

High School Science: Whirs Right!
Creativity and Chase In Education
&tonic Setting of the South Bay
Sports Today
Your l9 hcome Tax RelumDeduct, Deduct
Genie & the Ule of the yaws Most
Prominent Remorellty
Cook
Brill *gory al Social thine Vs hisererg Today
Sire Harshe Vt Seardi liscoeess
Amigos
Cresworrn Demonstrators: The Mende In
Teaching Aids
Conradson Elements d Science Education
While
The Myti ol Seperallon Ouch erd See
Birak
Ethical leas In feuroe
Beard
%On al Science
Eastman
The Arnarken Character as listecled In Spode
Dom
Biology cl the Brain: Urrelalions Vi Eduxdon
Meech
Women’s Basietbel I the Unforttrale Lesley
of Lou Hoover
Tell Me Why
Grey
Margolin
Raises Liberated Children
McKendell Lie Composition:Haw to be Bang al an ERN Ape
Malthus
Peak Rim Mery-Gsflound

Door Prizes have been contributed by
Apple, IBM, Microsoft, San lose State
Symphony, and Spartan Shops.

Winner of the
Portable Compact Disk Player
at

Campus Fest ’90

IBM would like to thank all San Jose State students for their
interest in our products and their participation in
Campus Fest ’90. We invite you to stop by the
Spartan Bookstore for a personal demonstration
of our PS/2 or to call one of our Collegiate Representatives for an appointment at 452-4931.
at
rittiMAIn
.8b

Sherip ext. 2216
Kevin ext. 22:32

Mare ext. 2217
Karin ext.. 2233

